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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

American author, E. B. White, was born in 1899 and spent much of his
life as a journalist and magazine writer. White is most famous for his
updated edition of The Elements of Style by William Strunk, Jr., as well
as for his children’s stories about animals, such as Charlotte’s Web and
Stuart Little.

STORY SUMMARY

Sam Beaver is an adventurous boy who loves going to Canada with his
father to fish, explore, and observe nature. One day, Sam sees a pair of
trumpeter swans making a nest on a small island in the middle of a pond. Every day, Sam goes back to
watch the nest with the eggs and how carefully the swans care for their family. When the six cygnets
finally hatch, one of them, named Louis, has a problem. He can’t say anything. Louis’ parents are very
worried about him, but they are unable to do anything for him. Louis is often lonely because he can’t
talk to his family. Sam befriends him and Louis learns how to communicate by writing on a slate with a
piece of chalk that he carries around his neck.

Because his family cannot read, Louis is still unable to communicate with them. Even worse, he cannot
declare his love for the beautiful swan, Serena, because he cannot talk to her. Louis’ father decides to
steal a trumpet from a store in order to help Louis find a way to speak. Louis becomes very distressed
at his father’s actions and decides that he needs to get a job in order to pay for the trumpet. Sam helps
Louis get a job at a summer camp, which helps the swan become famous. When the camp is over,
Louis flies to Boston and gets a job playing jazz on a swan boat in the park. For the next few months,
Louis changes cities and jobs, becoming a famous trumpeter. In the end, Louis is able to lead a normal
life among the swans and repay his father’s debt. The Trumpet of the Swan is a classic tale of
overcoming disabilities and succeeding against overwhelming odds.

LIFE THEME: BEAUTY AND FULLNESS OF LIFE WITH DISABILITIES 

The Trumpet of the Swan emphasizes the beauty of life, especially in nature. Sam Beaver recognizes 
the sacred gift of life when he first sees the newly laid swan eggs. New life is beautiful and mysterious—
and the eggs with the preborn swans are far more precious than mere objects because they contain
living creatures.
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When Louis finally hatches from his egg, the other swans find it hard to understand why he has a disability.
As a male swan, losing the ability to sing means that Louis will be alone for his entire life because he will
never be able to attract a mate. Louis’ father finds a solution for Louis by stealing the trumpet, but the
theft only puts Louis into debt. In order to repay his father’s debt, Louis knows that he must leave his family
and Serena so that he can make proper restitution to the storekeeper. The injustice of Louis being born
with a disability does not mean that Louis should benefit from the theft of the trumpet without paying for
it. Louis’ disability does not make him “less,” but rather, his struggles and hardships strengthen his
character. Because of his disability, Louis is forced to struggle harder than the other swans, but in the end,
he is rewarded with the life that he had always dreamed of—marriage and a family of his own, as well as
notoriety as a trumpet-playing trumpeter swan.

In today’s world, people with disabilities are incorrectly seen as “less” or inferior. To a stranger, a disabled
person’s life does not seem fulfilling or meaningful. Some people even go so far as to say that the
handicapped should not have the right to live. Because of his disability, Louis was able to touch the lives of
hundreds of people. People with disabilities are gifts and have their own gifts to offer. We need to learn
how to recognize the beauty of life in each person, no matter what they are able or unable to do.

HOW CAN I APPLY THIS TO MY LIFE?

Everyone has struggles in life. For some, their disability might be visible, like blindness or deafness; for
others, their disability might be hidden, like a learning disability or shyness.

Like Louis, we cannot let our disabilities rule our lives and make us miserable. Louis made the most of his
struggles by turning them into a strength. If he hadn’t been born mute, he would never have learned how
to play the trumpet and become a musician. God has blessed us with many talents and gifts that no one
else has. It is our duty to work through our struggles and perfect our talents so we can glorify our Creator
in all that we do.

We also need to support our friends with disabilities. Be a friend. Encourage them with kind compliments
about the things at which they excel. Praise even the smallest steps toward progress. By building up our
friends, we all journey together on the path to heaven and help each other through the bumps along the way.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. How was Sam a good friend to Louis? 
Sam helped Louis in all of his difficulties when Louis asked him for help.

What is true friendship and how can you help your friends?
True friends help each other without expecting repayment for their actions. True friends don’t need to 
be asked in order to offer their assistance. You should look for ways to help your friends before they ask
you for help.

2. Sam saw the beauty and value of the swan eggs even before they were hatched. Because of his
awe and respect for life, Sam willingly helped Louis, even though Louis was “defective.” Why is it
important to form a respect for all human beings, even the preborn?
Cultivating a respect for the dignity of all human life creates a society that sees people as gifts, not
“potential” gifts. When we respect life in its tiniest and most vulnerable stages, we are able to form our
consciences properly so that when a baby is born with disabilities, we still see that person as a beautiful
gift, not a potential gift that went bad.
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3. Why was it important for Louis to repay his father’s debt from the stolen trumpet? 
Louis needed to right the wrong done to the storekeeper. Even though Louis was disabled, that did not give
his father the right to steal things on his behalf. Louis did the right thing by working and paying back the
store owner for the trumpet and the broken window.

Do we always need to make restitution when we make mistakes?
Yes, we should try. However, sometimes when we make mistakes, it isn’t possible to make restitution, but
we should always try to help fix the problems that we create.

4. When Louis’ parents discover that their son has a disability, they have a hard time accepting him.
Why do you think it might be hard for parents to accept their child’s disability? 
Parents always want the best for their children. When parents discover that their child has a disability, they
can fall into the trap of thinking that their child will not be able to accomplish anything in life.

What are some fears that Louis’ parents have about his disability?
Louis’ parents thought that he would be alone for the rest of his life because he would never be able to
attract a mate. 

How does he lead a fulfilling life as a swan despite his disability? 
Not only did Louis become an accomplished musician, he was also able to marry his love, Serena—two
things that his parents would never have imagined.

Why is it important to encourage people with disabilities to achieve great things?
Without the encouragement from Sam, Louis might not have ever been able to fulfill his dreams. You
should always try to uplift and encourage other people. You might be surprised what they can accomplish.

5. Throughout his life, Louis acquires many possessions that hang around his neck, making it more
difficult for him to fly. How do our possessions drag us down in life? What can we do to be less
greedy and materialistic?
When we have too many things, we lose our focus on God and on getting to heaven. Try giving some of
your things away every year, whether it’s toys, clothes, or books. Give away items that you don’t use or
rarely use to a shelter or to a St. Vincent de Paul center so that someone else can benefit from them. If you
find yourself being selfish with your time, start volunteering with your family at a local food pantry or soup
kitchen. When you give your time and things to God, He will reward you in the most unexpected ways.

CATHOLIC CONNECTIONS

Louis makes restitution for his father’s crime, even though he did not commit the crime. Why is
apologizing important?
Answers will vary.

How can you say you’re sorry to God for your sins? 
Through the sacrament of Reconciliation/Confession.

What are some benefits of Confession? How often should you go to Confession? Why is it important
to make up for mistakes?
Going to Confession lets you puts your failings into words and helps you specifically identify the areas 
in your life that you need to work on. It takes great humility to admit that you’re wrong. Going to
Confession helps you start fresh, instead of letting your sins and failings pile up until they become almost
unmanageable. While the Catholic Church encourages us to go to Confession at least once a year, it’s a
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good idea to try to go at least once a month. The more often you go to Confession, the more you commit
yourself to leading a holy life, leaving the path of sin, and amending the sinful areas in your life.

“JUST FOR FUN” BONUS ACTIVITIES FOR FURTHER LEARNING AND EXPLORATION

Listen to some of the songs that Louis learns to play:

“Ol’ Man River” from Show Boat by Jerome Kern
“Beautiful Dreamer, Wake Unto Me” by Stephen Foster
“Cradle Song” by Brahms
“Lazy River” by Hoagy Carmichael and Sidney Arodin
“Oh, Ever in the Greening Spring” by E. B. White
“Summertime” from Porgy and Bess by George Gershwin

This website has links to all of the songs mentioned in the book:
singbookswithemily.wordpress.com/tag/trumpet-of-the-swan
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